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ABSTRACT: Resonant plasmonic-molecular chiral interactions are a promising route to enhanced
biosensing. However, biomolecular optical activity primarily exists in the far-ultraviolet regime,
posing significant challenges for spectral overlap with current nano-optical platforms. We
demonstrate experimentally and computationally the enhanced chiral sensing of a resonant
plasmonic-biomolecular system operating in the far-UV. We develop a full-wave model of
biomolecular films on Al gammadion arrays using experimentally derived chirality parameters.
Our calculations show that detectable enhancements in the chiroptical signals from small amounts
of biomolecules are possible only when tight spectral overlap exists between the plasmonic and
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biomolecular chiral responses. We support this conclusion experimentally by using Al gammadion
arrays to enantiomerically discriminate ultrathin (< 10 nm thick) films of Tyrosine. Notably, the
chiroptical signals of the bare films were within instrumental noise. Our results demonstrate the
importance of using far-UV active metasurfaces for enhancing natural optical activity.
Since the seminal works on optical chirality and superchiral light by Tang and Cohen,1,2
researchers have employed a myriad of nano-optics approaches aimed at amplifying the
intrinsically small effects1,3 of natural optical activity (OA) – circular dichroism (CD) and
birefringence (CB).4 Nanostructures can create electromagnetic near-fields with optical chirality
density higher than circularly-polarized light (CPL);5 thus increasing the CD from chiral molecules
in these locations.1 Initially, most nano-optics studies consisted of plasmonic nanoparticles and
nanoarrays.6 More recently, there has been growing interest in developing7 chiroptical dielectric
platforms,8–11 owning in part to their ability to sustain both electric and magnetic resonances,
which, when properly coupled, can lead to high optical chirality densities.12 Unfortunately, these
resonances mainly arise in the visible to the infrared (IR), leading to great spectral mismatches
with natural OA.7 Most chiral analytes of interest (such as biomolecules) have absorption bands in
the ultraviolet (UV).13 In this context, low loss high index dielectric materials are still limited for
the UV region,14–16 especially in the far-UV regime (λ < 250 nm) where CD signals are used to
assess biomolecular structure.13
As for plasmonics, achiral nanostructures have been the most thoroughly investigated.17
Assembling achiral metallic nanoparticles into chiral superstructures18–23 can lead to strong CD
signals from dipole-dipole interactions among neighboring particles.24 Furthermore, the presence
of chiral molecules close to achiral metallic nanostructures can induce chiroptical signals at the
plasmon frequency.25–29 The use of achiral nanostructures is motivated by a desire to avoid the
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strong CD signals from their chiral counterparts which could overshadow the weak molecular
chiroptical response7,17,30–33 or require data post-processing to assess the chiral analyte
signal.10,17,32 Conversely, chiral plasmonic nanostructures can generate high optical chirality in
their near fields.5,7,33,34 Previous works which utilized chiral plasmonic metasurfaces relied on the
differences in the spectral shift induced by a chiral analyte when interacting with a pair of
enantiomeric arrays35,36 or on the sum of the plasmonic chiroptical signal in the presence and
absence of the chiral analyte.37 The drawback of these approaches is that nanofabrication
heterogeneities32 can perturb the perfectly mirror-symmetric spectrum of the enantiomorph arrays.
Furthermore, regardless of the platform, the energy mismatch between natural optical activity and
metamaterial resonances remains the most significant obstacle for chiral sensing.33
The benefits of overlapping molecular OA and achiral nano-optical resonances were previously
studied.11,38–40 Notably, detuning of the molecular and plasmonic resonances was detrimental to
the observed CD signals.38,40 Experimentally,11,40 the evaluation of these resonant interactions was
permitted by conjugating DNA to chromophores, where an induced OA in the visible was enabled
by the chiral macromolecule.41,42 Therefore, the natural OA of the DNA molecule was not directly
assessed. In this work, we study the resonant chiral interactions between biomolecules and
plasmonic near-fields in the far-UV by means of electromagnetic calculations and experiments.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time a platform enabling spectral overlap between
biomolecular and plasmonic chiral resonances is used to assess natural OA directly. We determine
the handedness of the analyte by analyzing the fingerprint-like chiral signature of the plasmonicbiomolecular system. Our biosensing scheme enables the enantiomeric discrimination of ultrathin
(< 10 nm thick) amino acid films. Notably, the CB signal of the bare biomolecular films could not
be reliably resolved by our instrument. Our work provides a critical step forward in understanding
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resonant plasmonic-biomolecular interactions and developing metasurfaces for enhanced chiral
biosensing.
Aluminum is a promising metal for UV plasmonics,43–45 displaying excellent optical properties
in the UV, especially when low base pressures and fast deposition rates are employed.46
Additionally, its passivating oxide layer promotes the stability of Al nanostructures to air and
organic solvents.47
To better understand resonant plasmonic-biomolecular chiral-chiral interactions, we start by
performing full-wave electromagnetic (EM) simulations of Al gammadion arrays coated with 20
nm thick achiral and chiral biomolecular films (Figure 1a). The latter were implemented in the
finite-element solver JCMsuite (JCMwave GmbH, Germany) with bi-isotropic constitutive
relations,48,49 and initially modeled as a homogeneous material with index of refraction n = 2.045
+ 0.230i, and chirality parameter 𝜅𝜅 = 0.004 or 0.004i. For purely real (Im{𝜅𝜅} = 0) and imaginary

(Re{𝜅𝜅} = 0) chirality parameters, the film only displays CB and CD, respectively50–52 (Figure 1b).
To verify the effects of the chiral medium on the plasmonic-biomolecular system, we use as
reference the chiroptical signals of the nanostructures coated with a racemic film,32 which exhibit
no net chirality, i.e., 𝜅𝜅 = 0. The nanostructures had a total thickness of 105 nm (5 nm Ti and 100
nm Al) and were on top of a fused silica substrate (see Figure S1 for dimensions).
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Figure 1. Simulated far-field optical response of the UV plasmonic-biomolecular chiral system.
(a) Schematic of a LH Al gammadion array coated with 20 nm of biomolecular layers, which we
initially model with constant optical properties. (b) For chirality parameters κ = 0.004 and 0.004i,
the molecular layers display only CB and CD, respectively. (c,d) Effects of biomolecular chirality
on the plasmonic chiroptical response. When the films are racemic, i.e., achiral, the (c) CD and (d)
CB signals of the RH (solid black) and LH (dashed black) gammadions display the expected mirror
symmetry. Conversely, when the films are chiral, this mirror symmetry is perturbed. In (c), even
though the biomolecular κ is purely real, it asymmetrically affects the CD of the system when it is
composed of RH (solid orange) and LH (dashed orange) gammadions. The lack of mirror
symmetry is more pronounced when Im{κ} ≠ 0, i.e., when both biomolecules and plasmonic
structure have a CD response (solid and dashed blue lines). Note here, that we subtracted the CD
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signal arising from the bare biomolecular film (the observed differences are not simply an additive
effect). (d) The same remarks are also valid for the CB signal of the plasmonic-biomolecular
system.

As expected, when the right- (RH, solid line) and left-handed (LH, dashed line) gammadion
arrays are coated by racemic layers (black curves), their CD (Figure 1c) and CB (Figure 1d) spectra
are mirror images of each other. The effects of the biomolecular chirality are displayed in the
orange and blue curves of Figure 1c and d. Notice that we subtracted the CD and CB signals arising
from the isolated 20 nm biomolecular films from the relevant spectra presented in Figure 1c and
d, respectively. These plots show that the mirror symmetry among the chiroptical signals of the
coated RH and LH gammadions is broken when the molecular film is chiral. These changes are
most noticeable near the crossing point of the two enantiomers, i.e., at 285 nm for Figure 1c and
at 230 nm for Figure 1d. In Figure 1c, even though the chiral medium has no CD of its own, it
asymmetrically perturbs the electromagnetic response of the RH (solid orange) and LH (dashed
orange) nanostructures to CPL. Re{𝜅𝜅} can modify the CD response of plasmonic-biomolecular
systems.53 When the film has a purely imaginary 𝜅𝜅, the lack of mirror symmetry is more substantial

(Figure 1c, blue curves), even after considering the background biomolecular chiroptical signal.
The same observations are valid for the CB signals (Figure 1d). For real biomolecules, with
dispersive n and 𝜅𝜅, we expect to see the largest deviations from the reference spectra, when the

CD (or CB) response of the plasmonic nanostructure spectrally overlaps with the respective chiral

signal of the biomolecule. Recently, Both et al.53 theoretically described the multiple mechanisms
contributing to the CD signal of chiral plasmonic nanostructures interacting with a chiral medium.
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We expect the same effects to be present in our work because both nanostructure and biomolecular
films are chiral. An exhaustive mechanistic evaluation is, however, beyond the scope of this work.
To better understand our resonant plasmonic-biomolecular system we modified our simulation
to account for dispersion in the chiral parameter of real materials, using Tyrosine (Tyr) as our
model biomolecule. We extracted Im{𝜅𝜅} from the CD and Re{𝜅𝜅} from the CB signal of a 90 nm
thin film of L-Tyr on top of a fused silica substrate. Figure 2a,b displays the experimental and
numerical values for CD and CB, respectively (See Methods in Supporting Information for
details). To simulate D-Tyr, we flipped the sign of 𝜅𝜅 determined for the L- enantiomer. We note

that at resonance (Figure 2c), the highest absolute value for Re{𝜅𝜅} and Im{𝜅𝜅} of L-Tyr are
approximately 1×10-3 and 7×10-4, respectively (See Supporting Information for tabulated data). At

310 nm, which is still close to the resonant frequencies, Re{𝜅𝜅} quickly decays to ~4×10-5, and
additionally, the film is essentially transparent, i.e., Im{n} = 0 (Figure S3). We observe the same
effects for the amino acid Tryptophan (Trp); see Figure S4. Aromatic amino acid (such as Tyr and
Trp) side chains contribute54 and influence54,55 the CD spectrum of proteins. Therefore, if one aims
to sense the chirality of small amounts of biomolecules, it is paramount that the metasurface is
active in the far-UV spectrum region.33
In Figure 2 d,e we present the CD and CB spectra of the RH (solid) and LH (dashed)
gammadions coated with racemic (purple), L- (blue) and D-Tyr (red). The dotted curves represent
the chiroptical signal of the bare amino acid film. Like in the previous simulation (Figure 1c,d),
the reference consists of the chiroptical response from the Al gammadions surrounded by racemic
layers. When the nanostructures are coated with L- or D-Tyr, the mirror symmetry among the CD
and CB signals of the gammadion enantiomorphs are perturbed. For a fixed-handedness of
gammadion (e.g., RH), the concavities of the CD spectra in the region 210 ≤ λ ≤ 220 nm are altered
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with respect to the reference. Furthermore, the peak at around λ ≈ 228 nm is increased or decreased
depending on the combination of chiral Tyr and gammadion enantiomers. Because of symmetry,
the CD and CB signals for the pair L-Tyr-RH-gammadion and D-Tyr-LH-gammadion are mirror
symmetric to one another (holding also for L-Tyr-LH-gammadion and D-Tyr-RH-gammadion).
Similar findings are also present in the CB signals (Figure 2e). This can be a mechanism used for
the enantiomeric discrimination of the analyte.

Figure 2. Far-field simulations of a resonant plasmonic-biomolecular system with real-world
chirality parameter (𝜅𝜅). We employed Tyrosine as our model biomolecule. Experimental and
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numerical (a) CD and (b) CB of a 90 nm-thick L-Tyr film on top of a fused silica substrate. The
experimental CB and CD signals of the film were used to retrieve (c) Re{𝜅𝜅} and Im{𝜅𝜅} for L-Tyr,
respectively. To simulate D-Tyr, we simply flipped the sign of 𝜅𝜅 determined for the L-enantiomer.
(d) CD spectra of bare films (dotted lines) and of RH (solid lines) and LH (dashed lines)

gammadion arrays coated with Racemic Tyr (purple curves) L-Tyr (blue curves) and D-Tyr (red
curves). We use as reference the CD spectrum of the arrays coated with racemic layers, which
form a perfect mirror image. Dissimilarly, when the plasmonic-molecular system is composed of
chiral films, the CD spectra of the gammadion enantiomorphs lose this symmetry. Compared to
when it is coated with a racemic film, a given gammadion enantiomer will interact differently with
L- and D-Tyr (f,g) For the RH gammadion coated with L-Tyr, we perform a baseline-correction
procedure to remove the bare signal of the plasmonic nanostructure. The baseline-corrected (f) CD
and (g) CB are larger than the signal of the bare film, which clearly indicates enhancement.

These observed effects are more pronounced in the regions where the amino acids have stronger
OA. At longer wavelengths, where biomolecular OA is vanishing, the mirror symmetry between
the chiroptical signals of RH and LH gammadion arrays essentially reemerges (Figure 2d,e for λ
> 250 nm and Figure S5). Previous works,38,56 have studied the resonant interaction of achiral
nanoparticles with chiral molecules in the visible range. They verified that driving a plasmonicmolecular system out of resonance had detrimental effects to the observed CD enhancements. Our
computational results suggest that when chiral nanostructures are involved, a resonant system with
good spectral overlap is likewise important for superior chiral biosensing.
Given that the chiral nanostructure exhibits CD and CB signals of its own, we performed a
baseline correction method57 to take into consideration the "background" chiroptical response of
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the gammadion. In Figure 2f, we present the results of this procedure for the RH gammadion coated
with L-Tyr, where CDBaseline-corrected = CD RH-gammadion-L-Tyr – CD RH-gammadion-Racemic-Tyr; in addition to
the CD signal of the bare L-Tyr film (20 nm on top of a fused-silica substrate). Clearly, the overall
CD is boosted in comparison to the isolated amino acid film. In Figure 2g, the same procedure also
reveals an overall enhancement for the CB signal. We posit that the enhancement is due to resonant
chiral plasmonic-molecular near-field interactions.
To test this hypothesis, we performed simulations of the RH Gammadion with 20 nm of L-Tyr
film on top. We varied the dimensions (e.g., arm width and pitch) of the RH gammadion and
calculated the impact on the CDBaseline-corrected signal (see Figure S6). Our simulations confirm that
spectral overlap between plasmonic and biomolecular resonances is of great importance. When we
increased the number of gammadions (145 nm arm width) in a fixed space by reducing its pitch
from 500 to 475 nm, the signal enhancement was not increased given that the system was driven
off-resonance. Negligible enhancements were observed for the array with 550 nm pitch regardless
of the nanostructure dimensions due to lack of plasmonic OA at ~228 nm, i.e., where the L-Tyr
films exhibit OA. Overall, the L-Tyr CD signal was only enhanced when the system displayed a
clear spectral overlap between biomolecular and plasmonic OA resonances. The net OA
enhancement can arise due to multiple mechanisms, among them are resonance shifts and
modifications in the excitation and emission of the resonator modes.53 These individual
calculations are, however, beyond the scope of this work.
We then investigated the near fields of the gammadions. Chiral plasmonic nanostructures
generate electromagnetic fields with enhanced optical chirality (Cenh = C/|CCPL|),5 i.e., "superchiral
fields"1,2 where the optical chirality density is higher than that for CPL (|Cenh| > 1). We illuminate
the nanostructure with circular polarization of negative (e–) and positive (e+) ellipticities at λ = 228
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nm; Cenh is computed only in regions accessible by the biomolecules. Figure 3a displays the side
view of a LH gammadion array coated with 20 nm of racemic Tyr; two references points are also
provided. In Figure 3b, we present Cenh plots for a xz-cut at the middle of the unit cell. Figure 3c,d
show xy-plots of a 5 nm-cut above the Al gammadion. The top amino acid layers display large and
homogeneous values for Cenh, with good positional overlap with the enhancements in the electric
field (Figure S7a,b). Conversely, the bottom Tyr layer display small (Figure 3b) and
inhomogeneous (Figure S8) values of Cenh, with electric field enhancements confined only to the
gammadion perimeter (Figure S7c,d). We expect the plasmonic-molecular interactions from the
top layer to primarily contribute to the observed results. Furthermore, if a nanostructure is to be
utilized in enantiomeric discrimination, a desired characteristic is that its near-field Cenh flips in
sign when alternating between the two circular polarizations.5 From Figure 3c,d the sign is clearly
reversed, leading to a homogeneous difference in optical chirality enhancement,5 i.e., ΔCenh = Cenh+
– Cenh– for the top amino acid layer (Figure S9).
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Figure 3. Near-field optical chirality calculations. (a) Gammadion array side view with
reference point (b-d) Near-field optical chirality enhancement of a LH gammadion coated with 20
nm of racemic Tyr illuminated at resonant frequency with CPL. The top amino acid layer
experiences high and homogeneous values of Cenh. Furthermore, as we switch the CPL state
(handedness) from negative (е-) to positive ellipticity (е+), Cenh flips in sign. Scale bar: 100 nm.

To corroborate the results of the far-field EM simulations, we performed analogous experiments.
We started by sublimating32,58,59 30 nm of Tyrosine over lithographically defined Al gammadions.
We characterize the samples with Mueller matrix (MM) polarimetry in transmission and retrieve
the chiroptical signals with an analytic inversion of the MM60 (See Supporting Information for
detailed sample fabrication and optical characterization). This avoids potential artifacts to the
chiroptical signals arising from linear effects61 from either the gammadion arrays or biomolecular
films. The nanostructures without any biomolecular coating display optical activity from the farUV (λ < 250 nm) to the visible part of the spectrum (Figure S11b,c). The fabricated gammadions
have arms with width of ~150 nm, ~15 nm of gap between adjacent arms and periodicity of 600
nm (see Figure S11d,e for SEM micrographs). To allow a reliable comparison between each amino
acid film (L-, D- or racemic Tyr), we used the same gammadion arrays throughout the experiments.
We removed the tyrosine coatings by immersing the sample in dimethylformamide (DMF)62 for
15 minutes with gentle agitation, followed by a DMF and IPA rinse and N2 drying. We kept track
of the chiroptical signals of the bare arrays before each biomolecular deposition step. We did not
observe changes in the CD or CB signals of the bare samples after cleaning them with DMF (Figure
S12).
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Figure 4. Experimental results of the plasmonic-biomolecular system. (a) CD and (b) CB of 30
nm-thick films of L-, D- and racemic Tyrosine on top of a fused silica substrate. The CD and CB
peaks previously obtained for the 90 nm L-Tyr film are still observable, although the CB signal is
relatively noisy, especially for the peak at ~218 nm. CD and CB spectra of the bare amino acid
films and the Al gammadion arrays coated with (c, d) Racemic Tyr (e, f) L-Tyr and (g, h) D-Tyr.
(c, d) When the nanostructures are surrounded by racemic layers, the CD (c) and CB (d) spectra
of the coated gammadion enantiomorphs display good mirror symmetry. Perfect mirror symmetry
is limited by nanofabrication heterogeneities. (e-h) Conversely, when the films are chiral, the
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mirror symmetry is lost, as also observed on the simulations. These effects go beyond an additive
effect. The perturbations arising from the chirality of the biomolecular film can be used to
determine its handedness.

Figure 4a,b shows the CD and CB signals of 30 nm-thick films of L-, D- and racemic Tyrosine
(see Figure S13 for their extinction spectra). The spectral features previously obtained for the thick
L-Tyr film (Figure 2a,b) are still resolved, i.e., CD peak at 228 nm and CB peaks at 218 and 237
nm. This was expected because of the low thickness (< 100 nm) of the amino acid films.58 When
the arrays are coated with racemic Tyr, the CD and CB of the RH and LH nanostructures display
good mirror symmetry (Figure 4c,d). Conversely, the handed amino acid films (L- or D-Tyr)
notably perturb the chiroptical signals of the gammadions enantiomorphs. As shown in Figure 4eh, the CD and CB of RH and LH nanostructures coated with L- or D-Tyr lose their spectral mirror
image. The most pronounced features are the intense peaks appearing at λ ≈ 228 nm in the CD
spectra of the RH gammadion coated with L-Tyr and of the LH gammadion coated with D-Tyr
(Figure 4e,g). Simultaneously, the CD signals for the other gammadion-amino acid combinations
are relatively flat in this region, due to the opposite signs of the plasmonic and amino acid CD. At
longer wavelengths, where the chiral amino acid films have vanishing OA, the chiroptical signals
of the RH and LH gammadions are essentially mirror symmetric, regardless of the amino acid
handedness or lack thereof (Figure S14). These results are consistent with the numerical
calculations. Here, we do not perform any spectral summations of the chiroptical signals from the
gammadion enantiomers in order to avoid data post processing, previously criticized due to the
heterogeneities of nanofabricated chiral samples. Instead, we envision a platform where
enantiomeric discrimination is enabled by "fingerprint-like" perturbations to the chiroptical signal
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of the system, which will depend on the overlap of plasmonic and biomolecular chiral resonances.
Nevertheless, to show that the effects in Figure 4e-h go beyond an additive effect, we subtracted
the corresponding CD or CB signals of the bare chiral Tyr film from the chiroptical signals of the
chiral Tyr coated gammadion enantiomers (Figure S15).
One desirability of plasmonic biosensors is the amplification of weak signals and the detection
of small quantities of analyte.63 Therefore, we shifted to evaporate ultrathin (average of 9.4 nm in
thickness) films of Tyr, for which the CD spectra were barely resolved, and CB signal could not
be reliably determined in our polarimeter (Figure S16). We estimate the quantity of Tyr to be on
the order of ~10 attomole/per unit cell. Here, we focused on the CB signals of the system, given
that the gammadion arrays did not display strong CD peaks at the region of interest (Figure S17).
Figure 5a-c presents the CB spectra of the RH and LH gammadion arrays coated with racemic, Land D-Tyr films, respectively. For plots with each amino acid, we also included a reference CB
spectrum of a thick film to aid in the visualization of the molecular OA signals (or lack thereof).
Clearly, the chiral nanostructures interact differently with the handed amino acids compared to
when the gammadions are coated with a racemic film. Again, following the preceding theoretical
and experimental results, these variations are pronounced in the biomolecular chiral resonance
region, specifically at λ ≈ 240 nm where there is a good overlap between the plasmonic and
molecular CB peaks.
To further understand the effects of plasmonic-biomolecular OA spectral overlap, we scaled the
unit cell of the fabricated arrays by factors of 7/8 and 9/8 (Figure 5d-i), intentionally altering the
spectra of the bare gammadions. Figure 5d-f presents the CB spectra of the smallest gammadion
arrays (e.g., 7/8 scaled) coated with racemic, L- and D-Tyr films, respectively. When compared to
the CB signal of the RH nanostructures coated with a racemic film, the spectrum of the same array
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coated with L-Tyr (Figure 5e) displays a distinct concavity for λ < 230 nm (blue markers), due to
the relative amplitudes and opposing signs of the plasmonic and biomolecular OA spectra in this
wavelength regime. Furthermore, a distinct peak appears at λ ≈ 237 nm (blue arrow). Similar
results were obtained for the LH gammadions and D-Tyr combination (Figure 5f), effectively
permitting the arrays to be used for enantiomeric discrimination. For the largest gammadion array
(Figure 5g-i), the noticeable differences in respect to the control experiment (Figure 5g) were in
the concavities of the CB (blue and red markers) spectra of the gammadions coated with chiral
films for λ < 237 nm (Figure 5h,i). We reproduced the results of Figure 5d-i in eight sets of
measurements for each amino acid (Figure S18). Furthermore, as predicted in the numerical
calculations, at longer wavelengths where biomolecular OA is vanishing, we see no differences in
the CB spectra of a gammadion array (i.e., RH) coated with racemic, L- or D-Tyr (Figure S19).
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Figure 5. Experimental CB of the plasmonic-biomolecular system ultrathin (< 10 nm) films of (a)
Racemic Tyr, (b) L-Tyr, and (c) D-Tyr films deposited on the gammadion array. Note the CB
peaks for the bare films are not reliably determined in our instrument. A reference CB spectrum
for a thick Tyr film is shown in light blue. When the nanostructures are surrounded by racemic
Tyr the CB (a) spectra of the gammadion enantiomorphs display good mirror symmetry. Note, that
perfect mirror symmetry is limited by nanofabrication heterogeneities in the gammadion. (b-c)
Conversely, when (b) L-Tyr or (c) D-Tyr films are deposited on the gammadions the resulting leftand right-handed CB spectra show clear differences near the peaks of the (light blue) thick Tyr
reference spectra. (d-f, g-i) CB results for 7/8 and 9/8 scaled gammadion arrays, with 9nm of (d,g)
Racemic Tyr, (e,h) L-Tyr, and (f, i) D-Tyr films respectively, displaying similar trends.
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In summary, we have shown that Al plasmonic nanostructures with far-ultraviolet chiroptical
response can provide enantiomeric discrimination of ultrathin amino acid films. The unenhanced
signals from the bare films (i.e., on top of the fused-silica substrate) were within the noise level of
our instrument. This enhanced chiral biosensing is enabled by resonant interactions between chiral
biomolecules and chiral plasmonic near-fields. Our simulated and experimental results confirm
that the spectral overlap between plasmonic and natural OA is of great importance for enhanced
biosensing. By evaporating ultrathin films (< 10 nm) of Tyrosine on the nanostructures, we show
that minute quantities of biomolecules can perturb the plasmonic chiroptical signal and enable
enantiomeric discrimination. The chiral signature of the plasmonic-biomolecular system strongly
depends on how the resonances of these two components overlay on one another.
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